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Introduction

Manipur lies on the eastern frontier of India. lt was an ancient kingdom which had

enjoyed the fortune and glory and experienced sorrow and vicissitudes of her long history.

Manipur is a cradle of human civilization and creativity which has come under the influence

of many cultures of many different ethnic groups who came at various times and contributed

to the growth of the civilization in this hilly State in India's north eastern frontier. Manipur, a

small State surrounded by ranges of hills, is one of the beauty spot on the earth and rightly

called "The Jewel of India". lts velvety green fields, transparent lakes, zigzag streams

and temperate climate induce a visitor to feel as if he is in Kashmir. The merit of Manipur

does not lie in size and population. In these respects, it is smaller than an average district

of the large States of India. lt has made its mark by her valuable contributions in the field

of Indian dances. The game of Polo is originated in this land. Agriculture and cottage

industry are the main occupations of the majority. While the men work in the field, women

weave at home. The embroidery works of the Manipuriwomen are diverse and excellent.

The women of Manipur enjoy a fair amount of freedom. They are very hard workers and

share the burden of the family with the male members.



Name of Manipur

The present name of the land as "Manipur" is of comparatively recent origin dating

from the eighteenth century only and it lost its independence to the mighty British in 1g91.

The history of its people had run a long course of two thousand years is evident from the
chronicles and manuscripts. According to manuscripts like "sanamahiLaikan" and',Miyat",

the name of Manipur was first officially introduced In the early eighteenth century during

the reign of king Garibaniwaja (1709 - 48). The indigenous name of Manipur before
introducing as "Maniput'' in the eighteenth century, according to the above two manuscripts
"Sanamahi Laikan" and "Miyat", was "Poirei Sana Leipak'| According to the manuscripts

like "Sakok Lamlen", "Kangbalon" etc. the name of Manipur was called in the Hayi Chak
(the first epoch) as "Tilli Koktong Ahanba", in the 2nd epoch , Khunung chak ,,Mira

Pongthoklam",in the 3rd epoch "Langba Chak" as"Hanna Semba Konna Loiba" andin the
last and 4th epoch "Konna Chak", Muwa palti.

In early day, Manipur was known by the neighbouring States by different names

given by them. In Rennell's Memoir and maps of India,it was called "Mecklay". In the

Narrative of Symes and in maps of that period, Manipur was called "Cassy". To the Shans,

it was known as "Kase" and to the Burmese (at present Myanmar) as "Kathe", theAhoms

called it Makeli and the Cacharies "Magli", while the old Assamese name for it was Moglan

(J. Roy).



*iame of the Geographical lndieation

Description of Goods & Specification : Wangkhei Phee

Wangkhei Phec:

The"Wangkheiphee")salso one of the designs among the proposed designsto be
registered under the Act. Wangkhei is a name of place within the lmphal East area. This
speciaf type of cloth is known as "Wangkhei phee" because of the design was developed
first in the area by skill weavers and many weavers are still woven this special type of cloth
in a wide scale.

This kind of wrapper is a very delicate one which attires a delicate muslin in white.
woven of fine cotton thread. This special type of cloth is so delicate that any two adjacent
strings of the weft and the warp in the series are woven far apart from each other, and as
such the cloth is fully transparent. A fine variety of this kind of muslin, but of close-knit
texture of the weft and the warp are also used by female weavers. Patches of a uniform
design are woven on the cloth at wide intervals throughout the body of the cloth. Originally,
this piece of muslin was uniformly made in white and this muslin survives noticeably in

developed form till date in a variety of designs both on the body of the cloth and at the
borders in various colours.

The Meitei weavers had been weaving this kind of cloth by using the extra weft
technique designs of Kheiroithek (Zig Zag patternj, Thangiing Tangkhai (Triangle pattem),

KabokCharba (Spotted pattem)and in the borderMoirangphijin (Long head triangle pattem).

This kind of cloth is very popularly adorned by the Meiteiwomen and girls on the occasions
of mariage ceremony in a wide scale in Manipur.
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372
WANGKHEI PHEE PATTERNS

The Wangkhei Phee or literally means the art of weaving various design from the
area of Wangkhei, lmphal East District of Manipur which is situated on the northern bank
of the main lmphal River. lt lies on the vicinity of the famous Govindajee Tempte and the
largest tank of the state known by the name of Ningthem pukhri.

The main technical detail of the design is the border design. On the main body
weave, the main emphasis is the design made by the weft design on the border. The
design are of different steps, they are made into odd numbers, they are i) 3 (three) steps ii)
5 (five) steps iii) 7 (seven) steps iv) 9 (nine) steps and v) 11 (eteven) steps and higher up
etc. respectively.
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Location and area

Geographically the physical feature of Manipur is that the tenitory of trrianipur fies
within the latitude ot zSo-sd N- to 25o.4{i N and the longitude of 9so.2lE to g4ro.4/E. lt is
fixed on the eastem ftontier of lndia. The extent of Maniour deoended upon the abilis of
the kings of Manipur. Though the present size of the modem Manipur is small, ancient
Manipuri literatures state that Manipur had a larger area. In the east it touched the borders
of china and Burma (Myanmar). The Kabow valley of Burma was a part of Manipur upto
the period of 1834 from the period of king Kyamba {1467 - 1s0e}. ln the south, thr= boundary
of Manipur extended upto the sea. In the north and north-east its boundary extgnded upto
the kingdoms of Hidimbapur and Moran respectively. (J. Roy).

The present boundary of Manipur with an area at 22J2T sq. km. mc,re or tess
remained fixed since the controversial transfer of Kabow va$ey to Burma in 1g34. The
valley is in reality a plateau, its height above the sea level varies at different points but
may be taken to be about 2,600 fi. lmphal; the capital of Manipur is almost intensected by
the 25th parallel north latitude and 94o E longitude (N. lbobi). Manipur is bounrded in the
north by Nagaland, in the east and the south by Bunna {Myanmar), in the south-west by
Mizoram and in the west by Cacfrar valley of Assam.
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